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On Arranging Regular Incidence-Complexes 
as Faces of Higher-Dimensional Ones 
EGON SCHULTE 
The concept of regular incidence-complexes generalizes the notion of regular polytopes in a 
combinatorial and group-theoretical sense. An incidence-complex is a special type of partially 
ordered set with regularity defined by the Hag-transitivity of its group of automorphisms. 
A central problem in the theory of regular polytopes is the construction of d-dimensional 
polytopes with predescribed facets. In this paper the combinatorial analog for regular incidence-
complexes is considered. 
It is proved that every d-dimensional regular complex 'J{ is a facet of a (d + 1}-dimensional 
regular complex X, even of a finite and non-degenerate one in case 'J{ is finite and non-degenerate. 
The construction starts from a group-theoretical transformation of the problem into an embedding 
problem for groups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A central problem in the theory of regular polytopes is the construction of d-dimensional 
polytopes with predescribed facets and vertex-figures. It is well-known that only few 
(d -1)-dimensional regular polytopes fit together as facets or vertex-figures of a d-
dimensional regular polytope (Coxeter [1], Fejes Toth [9]). The same also holds for 
regular complex polytopes (Coxeter [2], Shephard [16]). 
The present paper deals with the analogous problem for regular incidence-complexes, 
which are combinatorial generalizations of regular polytopes. The concept of. regular 
incidence-complexes is closely related to Griinbaum's notion of regular polystromas ([to]). 
An incidence-complex X of dimension d (or briefly a d-complex) is defined by 
properties (11) to (14). 
(11) (X,,,,-;;) is a partially ordered set with elements F-l and Fd such that FE X implies 
F_ 1 ",-;;F",-;;Fd. 
(12) Every totally ordered subset of X is contained in a totally ordered subset with exactly 
d + 2 elements, a so-called flag. 
The elements of X are called faces. For convenience we shall not distinguish a face F 
and the set{GIG",-;; F} of faces which are less than or equal to F. The set {GIF"'-;; G} of faces 
which are greater than or equal to F is called the co-face to F. 
Obviously we can associate with every face F a dimension dim(F), where dim(F)+2 
is the number of faces in a flag of the complex {GIG",-;; F}. In particular, dim(F_l) =-1 
and dim(Fd) = d. A face F is called a vertex, an edge, an i-face or a facet, iff dim(F) = 0, 
1, i, d -1, respectively. The co-face of a vertex is also named a vertex-figure. 
(13) X is connected, i.e.: if f and g are two different flags of X and h:= f 11 g, then there 
is a finite number of flags fl = f, f2, ... , fn = g, all containing h, such that fm+l differs from 
fm in exactly one face (1",-;; m"'-;; n -1). 
As a last condition we require 
(14) There are cardinal-numbers ko, . .. , kd- 1 , not necessarily finite, but all greater than 
one, such that F < G and dim(F) + 1 = i = dime G) -1 implies the existence of exactly k; 
i-faces H with F < H < G (0",-;; i",-;; d -1). 
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The family of all d-complexes considered up to isomorphism, which share the numbers 
ko,· .. , kd-l> is called the class (ko' .. kd- l ). Of particular interest is the class (2 2· .. 2). 
Its members are the so-called incidence-polytopes; they have many interesting properties 
(d. [14J). 
A complex X is called non-degenerate, if the partial order induces a lattice on X, that 
is, if any two faces have a supremum and infimum in X; otherwise, X is degenerate. 
The regularity of a complex X is now defined by the flag-transitivity of its group A(X) 
of automorphisms. 
For an introductory theory of regular complexes the reader is referred to [8]. Less 
elementary results about A(X) are proved in [14,15]' Danzer [6, 7J gives a large account 
of examples. 
The above-mentioned problem can now be stated in terms of regular complexes. Let 
Xl and X2 be two regular d-complexes. When does a regular (d + l)-complex .:e exist 
with facets isomorphic to Xl and vertex-figures isomorphic to X 2? (For an analogous 
question compare also [11J.) Obviously, the vertex-figures of Xl have to be isomorphic 
to the facets of X 2 , but in general this is not sufficient as simple examples show (d. [15J). 
For special types of complexes Xl and X2 this problem has been solved by various 
authors (d. Coxeter [3,4J; Coxeter-Shephard [5J, Griinbaum [10J). But the general 
problem seems to be rather hopeless. A reasonable restriction is offered by predescribing 
only the type of the facets, or dually that of the vertex-figures. The question is: does 
every regular d-complex X appear as a facet of a regular (d + 1) -complex .:e? Danzer 
conjectured that the answer is positive in any case, furthermore, that for any finite and 
non-degenerate X one can find a finite and non-degenerate .:e. 
In [15J this problem has been settled under certain assumptions on the group A(X). 
The main idea was a group-theoretical transformation of Danzer's conjecture into an 
embedding problem for groups, which could be handled easier. 
In this paper we solve this embedding problem in general, that is, we give a positive 
answer to Danzer's question. First, we use the theory of free products with amalgamation 
to construct from any regular d-complex X an infinite regular (d + 1)-complex .:e with 
facets isomorphic to X, which is non-degenerate if X is non-degenerate. Finally, with the 
help of the results in [15] we construct a finite .:e in case X is finite. Moreover, the 
automorphisms of X are extended to automorphisms of .:e. 
2. THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM 
One of the main results in [14J was a characterization of the combinatorial structure 
of a regular complex in terms of generators and "relations" of its group. These results 
formed the basis for'a construction of complexes from certain groups ([14]). 
Throughout this section X denotes a regular d-complex with group U:= A(X), and 
f:= {F-l, Fo, ... , Fd } a fixed flag, where F; is the i-face of f. For -1 :os; i:os; diet R; be the 
stabilizer of f\{F;} in U. For each non-empty subset I of {-1, 0, ... , d} set U I := (Rdi E I), 
and for the empty set 0 let U0 := R_ I. Furthermore, U;:= (Rjlj:OS; i) and ut:= (Rjlj;;;. i) 
for each i = -1, 0, ... , d. Thus ([14, § 2J): 
(i) U = (R_I' R o, .. . , R d ), R_I = R d ; 
(ii) R;·Rj=Rj·R; (li-jl;;;'2); 
(iii) If II,' .. ,In C {-1, 0, ... ,d} and 1:= nk=1 h, then UI = nk=1 Ulk• 
Furthermore, for Ic{-l,O, ... ,d} the subgroup UI is precisely the stabilizer of 
{Fjlje I} in U. For i < j the subgroup ~i+I, .... j-l} of U acts flag-transitively on the section 
complex {FIF;:OS; F:os; Fj}. All these facts are used later on. Similar results hold not only 
for U = A(X) but also for any flag-transitive subgroup of A(X). 
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In view of the results in [14] involving a construction of complexes from groups with 
properties (i), (ii) and (iii), Danzer's conjecture can be stated in group theoretical terms. 
To be more precise, we will embed U = A(JC) injectively into a group A with properties 
(i), (ii) and (iii) and construct from A a (d+l)-complex 2=JC(A). Then JC will be a 
facet of 2 and all automorphisms of JC are extended to automorphisms of 2. The situation 
is described in the following diagram. 
JC 2= JC(A) 
! ! 
U = A(JC) '-+ A 
In Theorem 1 we give the exact formulation of these ideas. It is a combined version 
of Theorems 1 and 2 in [15] (compare also the respective remarks). We use the notation 
AI> Ai and A7 with respect to A analogously to UI> Uj and u7 with respect to U. 
THEOREM 1. Let JC be a regular d-complex in the class (ko '" kd- 1), f = 
{F-l, Fo, ... ,Fd} a flag of JC and U = A(JC) = (R_l> Ro, ... ,Rd), where again Ri denotes 
the stabilizer of f\{FJ in U. Let A be a group and R-l' R o, . .. ,Rd+1 be subgroups of A 
satisfying the conditions (a), (b) and (c) below. 
(a) A = (R_l> R o, . .. ,Rd+1), R-l = R d+1 C R d, A d- 1 ;t A; 
(b) Ri Rj=Rj.Ri (O";;;i<j-l";;;d-l); 
(c) There is a surjective isomorphism 7T: A d- 1 ~ U with 
(cl) 7T(Rj )=Rj (-I,,;;;j,,;;;d-l); 
(c2) A7 nAd- 1 = 7T- 1(Un (-1,,;;; i,,;;; d). 
Then there exists a regular (d + 1) -complex 2 with the following properties. The facets 
of 2 are isomorphic to JC. 2 is a member of the class (ko ' .. kd-1kd) with kd = IRd: R-il. 
The group A is isomorphic to a flag-transitive subgroup of the automorphism group A(2). 
2 is finite, iff A is finite. 
Furthermore, if JC is non-degenerate, then 2 is also non-degenerate, provided A satisfies 
the following addititmal condition (d). 
(d) Let 0,,;;; i,,;;; j < k,,;;; d and TEAk-I' If Fk is the supremum of Fj and 7T( T)(F;) in JC, 
then Aj+l n TA7+1Ad- 1 c At+lAd- l . 
With this reformulation we can settle the problem in two steps. The main difficulties 
lie in the non-degeneracy of 2, that is, in the additional condition (d) of Theorem 1. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE INFINITE COMPLEX 
First, we note that any regular d-complex JC in the class (ko ' .. kd - t ) appears as a 
facet of extremely degenerate regular (d + 1)-complexes 2. Indeed, for any natural 
number kd ;;. 2, we can choose the following (d + 1)-complex 2 of the class (ko ... kd-1kd) 
to which we shall later refer as the trivial solution of the problem. The faces of It of 
dimension at most d -1 are just those of JC, and .f£ has exactly kd facets each incident 
with all faces of lower dimension. Of course we are interested in non-trivial solutions. 
In order to construct a suitable group A according to Theorem 1 we use the concept 
of free products with amalgamation. For definitions and results the reader is referred to 
Lyndon-Schupp [12]. 
Again, let JC be a regular d-complex in the class (ko ... kd- l ), U = A(JC) and f and 
Ri as in Section 2. Furthermore, let kd denote a natural number greater than one and 
(Pd) the cyclic group of order kd generated by Pd. Later kd will become the last parameter 
for the class of 2. For brevity, we define n:= kd • 
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In view of the commutation rules (b) of Theorem 1 for the generators Ri, the group 
A is defined as the free product of U and the direct product U d- 2 x (Pd) with amalgamation 
of the subgroups U d- 2 of U and Ud- 2 x E of U d- 2 x (Pd) given by the isomorphism 
U d-2 ~ U d- 2 X E 
(/)~«(/), e). 
Hence, A is the factor group of the free product of U and U d- 2 x (Pd) caused by the 
additional relations (/) = «(/), e) for (/) E U d-2• This amalgamation allows the elements «(/), e) 
of A to be written with (/) E U d- 2 as (/) and (e, Pd) as Pd. 
By the normal-form-theorem for free products with amalgamation U and U d-2 x (Pd) 
are as factors canonically embedded into A. If we now define Ri by 
if-1=S;;i=s;;d-1, 
if i = d, 
if i = d + 1, 
then A is generated by R-I' R o, ... , Rd+l and satisfies R-I = Rd+l C Rd and A d- l 7" A. 
By construction, 
Ri 'Rj=Rj 'Ri (0=S;;i<j-1=s;;d-l) 
holds too. The inverse of the canonical embedding of U into A can serve as the 
isomorphism 1T of Theorem l(c), and so (cl) is trivially true. For convenience we identify 
U and A d- l and write U = Ad-I from now on. 
The proofs of the further conditions (c2) and (d) of Theorem 1 are less trivial, and we 
use again the normal-form-theorem for free products with amalgamation. Clearly, the 
essential difficulty is (d). 
Before stating the main result of this paragraph we shall give four technical lemmas. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 follow easily from the normal-form-theorem (cf. [13, ch. 3]), while 
Lemmas 3 and 4 are more difficult to prove. 
LEMMA 1. For 0 =s;; i =s;; d and (/) in At there exist elements (/)10' •. ,(/)k in ut, with 
(/)2, ••• ,(/)k not in Ud- 2' and numbers m1o' .. ,mb with m1o' .. ,mk-I not divisible by n, 
such that (/) = (/)IPd'(/)2Pd2 ••••• (/)kPdk. 
LEMMA 2. Let(/)1o"" (/)k+l E U, (/)2,· .• ,(/)k e U d- 2 and m1o" . ,mk E~, ml," . , mk ¢ 
O(mod n). Then (/)IPd'(/)2Pd 2 • •••• (/)kPdk(/)k+1 7" e. 
LEMMA 3. Let O=s;; i, j=s;; d, 0/10"" o/k E Uj, (/)10"" (/)/ E ut and 0/2,···, o/b 
(/)2, ••. , (/)/ e U d- 2. Moreover, let ml," . ,mk> nl," . , n/ E~, m1o" . ,mk-l, nl,' .. ,n/-l ¢ 
O(mod n), T], T2 E U and o//Pd'o/2Pd2 ••••• o/kPdkTI (/)IPd'(/)2Pd2 ••••• (/)/ Pd'T2 = e. 
(a) For every m with 2 =s;; m =s;; k, 
(b) Moreover, 
PROOF. At first we consider the case mk¢O(mod n). Then, by Lemma 2, the case 
1=1 and ml == O(mod n) is impossible. So we may assume n/¢ O(mod n), since otherwise 
we could replace T2 by (/)/T2' Again, by Lemma 2, TI (/)1 E U d-2 and consequently 
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In case k = 1, Lemma 2 gives 1=1 and ml + nl == O(mod n), hence it implies the assertion. 
Let k> 1. Then I/Ik'Tl ({)1 e Ud-2 and so Lemma 2 yields mk + nl == O(mod n), hence 
I/IIPd1 • '" • I/Ik-IP dk-1(I/Ik'Tl({)I)({)2P':l' .... ({)/PJ'T2 = e. 
Lemma 2 implies both I> 1 and 
I/Ik'Tl({)I({)2 E U d-2 
and thus part (a) of Lemma 3 for m = k. Next an induction argument applies and proves 
the lemma under the assumption mk¥' O(mod n). 
Finally we have to consider the case mk == O(mod n). For k = 1 Lemma 2 provides 1=1 
and nl == O(mod n) which is precisely the statement. For k ~ 2, Lemma 2 shows the 
impossibility of nl == O(mod n). Replacing 'Tl by I/Ik'Tl the assertion follows at once from 
the first part of the proof apart from the case m = k in (a). However, this case is also 
easily checked applying Lemma 2. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let O~j~ k~ d-1, 1/11, ... , I/IsE Uj and 1/12, ... , I/Ise U d-2. Furthermore, 
let us suppose that 1/111/12 ..... I/Is E U{-I, ... ,d}\{k} and for every m with 2 ~ m ~ s, 
I/Iml/lm+l ..... I/Is E U d-2 Urn 
Then for all natural numbers ml, ... , m" 
I/IIPd 1l/l2Pd2 • •••• I/IsPd' E A{-I, ... ,d+1}\{k}. 
PROOF. Since the case s = 1 is trivial we may assume s> 1. Then there are ({) in U d- 2 
and 'T in Ur+1 such that I/Is = ({)'T. This implies 
I/IIPd1 l/l2Pd2 • •••• I/IsPd' 
= I/IIPd 1 l/l2Pd2 ••••• I/Is-IPd,-I({)'TPd' 
= I/IIPd1 l/l2Pd2 ••••• (I/Is-I({) )Pd'-I'TPd" 
Now the elements tfrl' tfr2' ... , tfrS-1 defined by 
tfrm:=I/Im (1~m~s-2) 
and 
tfrS-l := I/Is-l ({) 
satisfy the same assumptions as 1/11, ... , I/Is with s -1 instead of s. With respect to ({) = I/Is'T-1 
"" "'" + A A _ 
we have both 1/11>"', I/IS-l E U j and 1/12, ... , I/Is-l e U d-2' On the other hand, by the 
definition of the tfrm and the choice of ({) and 'T, 
tfrltfr2 ..... tfrs-I = 1/11 ..... I/Is-21/1s-1 ({)'T'T-1 
= 1/11 ..... I/Is'T -1 E U{-I, ... ,d}\{k} 
and, for every m with 2 ~ m ~ s -1, in a similar way 
A A A _ + 
I/Iml/lm+1 ..... 1/1.-1 E U d-2 U k+l' 
Now an induction argument completes the proof. 
With these technical preliminaries we can now state the following 
THEOREM 2. Let'J{ be a regular d-complex in the class (ko ' .. kd- I ) and kd a natural 
number greater than one. Then there exists an (non-trivial) infinite regular (d + 1) -complex 
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2 in the class (ko ' .. kd - 1kd ) such that: 
(a) The facets of 2 are isomorphic to Jr. The automorphisms of Jr are extended to 
automorphisms of 2. 
(b) If Jr is non-degenerate, then 2 is non-degenerate too. 
PROOF. We still have to check the remaining properties (c2) and (d) for the amalga-
mated product A. 
For the proof of (c2) let us assume that 0 ~ i ~ d (the case i = -1 is trivial), 'P E A7 n U 
and that 'P has the representation of Lemma 1. This implies 
('P-1'Pl)P'd1'P2P'd2 • •••• 'PkP'dk = e 
and obviously, by Lemma 2, k = 1 and ml == O(mod n). That means 'P = 'PI E U7, as 
required. 
Now Theorem 1 applies and provides an infinite regular (d + 1)-complex 2 with the 
properties of part (a) of Theorem 2. 2 is a member of the class (ko ' .. kd - 1 kd ), since 
IRd: R-ll = IR_l x (Pd): R-ll = I(Pd)1 = kd. 
From the construction of the complex underlying Theorem 1 one easily deduces that 2 
is also non-trivial. 
The proof of part (b) is much more involved. In view of Theorem 1(d) it remains to 
show that 
At+l n TA7+1 U C At+l U 
holds, provided 0 ~ i ~ j < k ~ d, T E A k-1 and Fk is the supremum of Fj and T(Fi) in Jr 
(notice that we have identified U and Ad-I, hence 7T( T) = T). 
Next, suppose that i, j, k and T are given and let 1/1 E At+l n TA7+1 U, say 1/1 = T'PP with 
'P E A7+1 and P E U. By Lemma 1 we have the representations 
1/1 = I/IIP'd I l/l2P'd2 ••••• I/I.p'd' 
and 
'P -1 = 'PIPd 1 'P2Pd2 ••••• 'PIPd' 
with 1/11>"', 1/1. E ut+1> CPI> .•• , 'PI E u7+1> 1/12,"" 1/1., 'P2,"" 'PI e U d-2 and ml>"" 
m'_1> nl> ... , nl-l ~ O(mod n). In particular 
I/IIP'd1 ••••• I/I.P'd'P-1'PIPd1'P2Pd2 • •••• 'PIPd'T-1 = e. (1) 
But then, by Lemma 3, 
hence 
(2) 
This implies 
1/1(1/11· ... . 1/1.)-1 = T'P('PI ..... 'P1)T-1. 
Remarking that the assertion on 1/1 is equivalent to that on 1/1 ( 1/11 ..... 1/1.)-1 and, further-
more, that 'P('PI ..... 'PI) E A7+l> we can assume P = T-1 from now on. 
In particular this means 
(1/11 ..... I/I.)T = T('PI ..... CPI)-t, 
by (2) above. Since 'PI ..... 'PI E U7+1' 1/11 ..... 1/1. E Ut+l and U7+1 and Ut+l fix Fi and 
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Fj in J{, respectively, we have 
(1/11 •.••• I/Is)( T(FJ) = T« c,ol •.•.• c,o/)-I(Fi)) = T(Fi) 
and 
(1/11 ..... I/Is)(Fj) = Fj 
so that the supremum (1/11· ... · I/Is)(Fk) of (1/11 ..... I/Is)( T(FJ) and (1/11· ... · I/Is)(Fj) 
coincides with the supremum Fk of T(Fi ) and Fj. Hence 
1/11 ••.•• I/Is E ~-I ..... d}\{k}' (3) 
Moreover Lemma 3 applies to (1) yielding (I/Im' .... I/Is)TE U d-2U7+1 for'all m with 
2.,;; m";; s. This shows together with I/Im' .... I/Is E U J+l> that in J{ 
T(FJ.,;; (I/Im ..... I/Is)-I(Fd- l ) (4) 
holds. 
In case k = d (4) implies s = 1, because otherwise Fd would not be the supremum of 
Fj and T(Fi) (with respect to J{). Since T(FJ and Fd- I are not incident in J{, that is 
Te U d-2 U7+1> we have Tc,ol e U d-2. Thus, by (1) and Lemma 2, ml == O(mod n), hence 
1/1= 1/11 E U=A;+, . U. 
In case k.,;; d -1, (4) and the non-degeneracy of J{ imply 
for all m with 2.,;; m .,;; s, and, consequently, 
I/Im· ... . I/Is E U d-2Ut+I' 
Therefore, by Lemma 4 and (3), we have the desired property 
1/1 = I/Ilp';'1/12P';2 ..... I/IsP';s E A{-I ..... d+l}\{k} = At+,A"k_, c At+1 u. 
This establishes condition (d) of Theorem 1 and completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
It is worth mentioning that in the construction of A the group U = A(J{) can be 
replaced by any flag-transitive subgroup 0 of A(J{). Then Theorem 1 holds too, but 
part (a) with the restriction that only the automorphisms in 0 are extended to auto-
morphisms of .2. 
The author does not know whether in general A is the full automorphism group of .2 
or merely a flag-transitive subgroup. In case J{ is an incidence-polytope (that is ki = 2 
for all i) and kd = 2, .2 is also an incidence-polytope. This trivially implies A = A(.2), 
since the automorphism group of incidence-polytopes is sharply flag-transitive. 
4. THE FINITE COMPLEX 
Taking into account the results in [15] and Section 3, we are now able to solve Danzer's 
conjecture. At first we have to make some remarks on the construction of [15, Satz 3]. 
Let J{ be any non-degenerate regular d-complex in the class (ko ' .. kd - I ). Using 
Theorem 1 of this paper it has been proved in [15, Satz 3] that J{ is a facet of a 
non-degenerate regular (d + 1)-complex .2 in the class (ko ' .. kd - I 2) provided the 
following condition (NA) on the automorphism group A(J{) holds. 
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For any two vertices G and H in 'J{, the identity map is the only automorphism 
({J in A('J{) with the following properties. If F is a facet of 'J{ not incident with 
G and H, then ({J(F) = F. If F is a facet incident with G but not with H, then 
({J(F) is also incident with G. 
Actually, a slightly weaker condition is sufficient for the existence of 2, but we shall not 
use this here; cf. [15, Satz 3]. 
The (d + I)-complex 2 constructed in [15, Satz 3] is finite, if 'J{ is finite. However, for 
the proof of Theorem 3, we need a slightly stronger result, namely: if -1 :0;;; i:o;;; d and if 
the co-faces to i-faces of 'J{ are finite, then the co-faces to i-faces of the above 2 are 
likewise finite. The case i = -1 corresponds to the finiteness of 2. 
The proof for i;3 0 is not difficult, but a short review of the construction in [15, Satz 
3] is necessary. Because of the non-degeneracy of 'J{ the representation of U = A('J{) as 
a permutation group on the facets of 'J{ is faithful. Let f:= {F-I> Fo, ... ,Fd } be a flag of 
'J{ and Li be the set of facets of 'J{ incident with the i-face Fi of f for i = -1,0, ... , d-1. 
Especially, L-l is the set of all facets of 'J{. Let the groups Ri, U;, u7 and U1 be 
defined as in Section 2. Let al be any element not in 'J{. Then, U can be interpreted as 
a subgroup of the symmetric group SL,u{a,} keeping the element al fixed. In [15, Satz 
3] the group A (according to Theorem 1) has been chosen as the subgroup o! SL,u{a,} 
generated by U and the transposition Pd = (Fd-1al). If we define the groups Ri by 
if -l:O;;;i:o;;;d-l, 
if i=d, 
if i=d+l, 
then A is generated by R_I> Ro, ... ,Rd+1 according to Theorem 1. In particular, if 'J{ 
satisfies the condition (NA), then the respective (d + I)-complex 2 is non-degenerate. 
For a proof of these facts compare [15, Satz 3]. 
Notice that U7+1 and A7+1 respectively act flag-transitively on the co-faces to i-faces 
of 'J{ and 2, respectively. In both cases the stabilizer of a flag is R-1. Hence, the co-face 
to an i-face of 'J{ and 2, respectively, is finite iff the indices I Ut+l : R-il and IAt+l : R-il 
are finite. Thus, it remains to show that the finiteness of I Ut+l : R-il implies that of 
IAt+! : R-il. 
Therefore, let I Ut+l : R-il be finite. This implies that Li is finite, since 'J{ is non-
degenerate. But now one observes that At+l is given by At+! = SLiu{a,} • U7+1. Indeed, 
each 1/1 in A7+1 has the form 
with 1/11> ..• , I/Ik E U7+1. If Tm:= 1/11 ..... I/Im (1:0;;; m:O;;; k), then 
1/1 = (TIPdTll) ..... (Tk-IPdTk~I)Tk 
= (aITl(Fd- I» ..... (aITk-I(Fd-I»Tk. 
Since the automorphisms of Ut+l permute the facets in L i, we have 1/1 E SLiu{at} • Ut+l. 
For the converse we note that the transpositions (al G) with G E Li generate SLiu{a,}. On 
the other hand, for G in L j there exists a Tin U7+1 with G = T(Fd- 1), so that 
Because of Ut+l c At+l' this proves At+l = SLiu{a,} • U7+I. Consequently, the finiteness 
of Li and of IUt+l :R-Il imply that of IAt+! :R-ll, and the complex 2 has the desired 
property. 
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With these preliminaries we can now prove 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a finite and non-degenerate regular d-complex in the class 
(ko '" kd - l ). Then there exists a (non-trivial) regular (d+l)-complex :e in the class 
(ko ' .. kd - 12) such that: 
(a) The facets of :e are isomorphic to X. The automorphisms of X are extended to 
automorphisms of :e. 
(b) :e is finite and non-degenerate. 
PROOF. We start from the dual X* of X and apply Theorem 2 twice with the parameter 
kd = 2. This provides an infinite and non-degenerate regular (d + 2)-complex Xl in the 
class (kd - l ••• ko 2 2) with d-faces isomorphic to X*. Let X2 be its dual. Then X2 is in 
the class (2 2 ko '" kd - l ) and the co.,.faces to I-faces of X 2 are isomorphic to X. In 
particular, they have only a finite number of facets. Furthermore, the vertex-figures of 
X2 are dual to the complex derived from X* by Theorem 2 after the first step. They are 
infinite and possess infinitely many facets because of their non-degeneracy. Hence, X 2 is 
a (d+2)-complex, whose co-faces to O-faces and I-faces respectively have infinitely and 
finitely many facets. But now [15, Satz 4] applies showing that X2 satisfies the crucial 
condition (NA). Then, by [15, Satz 3], X2 is a facet of a non-degenerate regular 
(d+3)-complex X 3• Clearly, each co-face to a I-face of X3 is a non-degenerate regular 
(d + I)-complex :e with facets isomorphic to X. The above considerations (with respect 
to X 2 ) show that :e is indeed finite. Moreover, the automorphisms of X are extended to 
automorphisms of :e, since this holds in each step of the construction. That completes 
the proof. 
REMARK. Calculating the orders of the groups A7+1 (compare the above consider-
ations) we can describe the complex :e of Theorem 3 in terms of the triangular scheme 
(kij)ij associated to every regular complex (cf. [8]). For a regular d-complex the number 
kij (-1 os; i os; j os; d) is the number of flags in each section-complex {HIF os; H os; G} belong-
ing to an i-face F and a j-face G incident with F. For the (d + 1)-complex:e one computes 
{k .(~ ), id k- + 1 ., kid+ l = Jd-l 
1, 
if -IOS;ios;d-l, 
ifi=d,d+l, 
whereas the other numbers kij coincide with those of X. 
REMARK. After the author had obtained the results of [15] and of Theorems 1 and 
2 in the present paper, Danzer gave an independent solution of the problem. His 
construction differs essentially from the one presented here and does not start from a 
group-theoretical transformation of the problem. Hence it yields regular complexes of 
quite a different type (ct. [7]). 
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